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Accessing Your Team’s Super Powers 

By Robert Bystrom and Ayesha Ashley 

 

Do your teams operate with super powers?Do your teams operate with super powers?Do your teams operate with super powers?Do your teams operate with super powers?    

 Or does their coordination and collaboration suffer from organizational 

kryptonite, the distractions and breakdowns in communication which 

commonly result in less-than-optimal performance?   

 “Collective imagination” refers to the capacity to operate consistently with 

a high level of common purpose and intelligence, a capacity which a team can 

develop when they have the proper tools.  Tapping into a group’s imagination 

leads—among other characteristics—to thinking bigger and from a higher and 

more inclusive perspective.    

 Using even a small portion of their vast cognitive capacity can move a 

team forward with clarity, perspective and coordination.  The reason more 

organizations do not take advantage of this dormant ability is that the 

understanding and tools for employing it have only recently been developed.  

 The proper tool in this case is a game.  It has millions of applications.  In 

addition, it supplies a leader with a way to tap into a treasure trove of 

connections, experience and abilities.   

How can playing a game create a permanent shift in group dynamics?How can playing a game create a permanent shift in group dynamics?How can playing a game create a permanent shift in group dynamics?How can playing a game create a permanent shift in group dynamics?    

 We have seen professional and volunteer organizations use the techniques 

we have developed to surprise even themselves with their ability to produce 

epic wins and to enjoy themselves in the process. 

  When team members are able to engage their When team members are able to engage their When team members are able to engage their When team members are able to engage their combinedcombinedcombinedcombined cognitive capacity  cognitive capacity  cognitive capacity  cognitive capacity 

and their and their and their and their combinedcombinedcombinedcombined inte inte inte intention and attention, there is no limit to what they can ntion and attention, there is no limit to what they can ntion and attention, there is no limit to what they can ntion and attention, there is no limit to what they can 

accomplish.  They will come up with solutions to their stickiest problems and accomplish.  They will come up with solutions to their stickiest problems and accomplish.  They will come up with solutions to their stickiest problems and accomplish.  They will come up with solutions to their stickiest problems and 

find opportunities where previously they saw none.  find opportunities where previously they saw none.  find opportunities where previously they saw none.  find opportunities where previously they saw none.      

 People thrive on playing skill-based, cooperative games.  They feel 

wonderful when they produce results with others, because contributing to 

something greater than ourselves is a fundamental human need.  That being 

the case, then why not have those results contribute to something important 

to all of us, everyone in the office or in the neighborhood? 
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Where does an organization begin?Where does an organization begin?Where does an organization begin?Where does an organization begin?    

 The first stage of engaging the Collective Imagination and Intelligence of a 

team is to create team coherence.  “Bonds of coherence” are strengthened 

whenever people work together toward a shared outcome, such as planning 

and preparing dinner together or closing a deal due to a team’s collective 

effort.  Coherence is the glue of teamwork.  People love successful team 

performance.  Whether it’s building a new library or sandbagging the river, we 

like cooperating (when it works.)  Without a foundation of coherence, work is 

more work and motivation lags. 

 For that reason, the first skill we teach a team is the Segue Game™, our 

baseline interactive protocol for turning problems into opportunities.  This 

activity grounds a sound foundation for everything they do from that point 

forward.   

What can the Segue Game do?What can the Segue Game do?What can the Segue Game do?What can the Segue Game do?  

 The Segue Game can save newly forming organizations from wasted 

meeting time, power struggles and crucial misunderstandings and honor the 

good will of their employees.  Playing a Segue can reinvigorate an established 

or stagnant team with the fresh thinking they need in order to move forward.  

Everyone arrives on the same page, not working at odds with the rest of the 

team or running an agenda counter to the interests of the whole. 

 While playing a Segue, members of a project team learn how to use their 

minds in tandem.  Not only are they producing more of the desired results, 

but they report they enjoy work more and notice their work environment in 

general improves as a result of playing a Segue from time to time. 

How can you find How can you find How can you find How can you find out how thout how thout how thout how the Segue Gamee Segue Gamee Segue Gamee Segue Game    might elevate your teamsmight elevate your teamsmight elevate your teamsmight elevate your teams????    

 If you want more information, please contact our office to schedule a free 

demonstration of the Segue Game with your professional group.  We also 

invite you to a local Segue Game Night, during which community members 

will play a Segue Game and learn how to use it in their own organizations.   

Segueman@gmail.com   

www.theseguegame.com  

 


